Fast Swing (d = c. 260)

A (piano doubles melody - no comping)

this is the general bassline idea
you can play around with it,
especially suggesting the b9 (Ab)

bs. continues

(piano plays chordal part)

suggest a 6/8 feel

(c) 2007 Jason Robinson Circumvention Music
Wiggle Room

Afro-Cuban 6/8 feel

Fast swing feel
Wiggle Room

74  E9(#11)

78  D7  C7  D7  C7  D7  C7  D7  C7  D7

82  SOLOS

C7  D7  C7  D7  C7  open harmonic spectrum - suggests

ON CUE - by soloist

B♭ min(maj7)  A7(#5)  D7(#11)  G7(alt)

Afro-Cuban 6/8 feel

C min7

D9(#11)

A♭ maj7(#11)
"fast swing feel"

after solos, D.C. al CODA